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BOOKS  

Banner Year for Sloan Book Program 
Eight New Books Published or To-Be-Published, Bringing Total to 14 for 2022  

Sloan’s unique and coveted grantmaking program for science 
authors produced 14 distinguished books in 2022. Several Sloan 
supported works this year have earned a spot on The New 
Yorker’s “Best Books of 2022 So Far” list and six were featured 
in The New York Times Op-Ed section, among other accolades 
and awards. In addition to the eight recently released books 
listed below, the Foundation has also supported six well-
received titles earlier this year: The Brain in Search of Itself: 
Santiago Ramón y Cajal and the Story of the Neuron by 
journalist Benjamin Ehrlich; The Urge: Our History of Addiction 
by Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry at Columbia 
University Carl Erik Fisher; A Tactical Guide to Science 
Journalism: Lessons From the Front Lines by 40 of the top 
science communicators in the country, including Deborah Blum 
and Ashley Smart; Vagina Obscura: An Anatomical Voyage by science journalist Rachel E. 
Gross; Where Futures Converge: Kendall Square and the Making of a Global Innovation 
Hub by journalist Robert Buderi; and The Hidden Kingdom of Fungi: Exploring the 
Microscopic World in Our Forests, Homes, and Bodies by mycologist Keith Seifert.  

 

Chip War: The Fight for the World’s Most Critical Technology by Chris 
Miller Published on October 4  

Chip War: The Fight for the World’s Most Critical Technology by Chris 
Miller, Professor of International History at the Fletcher School at Tufts 
University, was published on October 4. The book explains the history of 
the microchip and its vital role in the current state of politics, economics 
and technology. Chip War is especially timely given the ongoing 
semiconductor shortage that has caused hundreds of billions of dollars 
in economic damage and the recently passed CHIPS Act, an effort by the 
U.S. government to boost support for the semiconductor industry amid 

rising tensions between the United States and China over the future of semiconductor 
technology. Chip War has received overwhelming positive attention and praise across the 
political spectrum and Miller has published accompanying articles in The Washington Post, 
The Boston Globe and TIME. The book also received positive reviews in Politico, The 
Economist and The New York Times which wrote: “If any book can make general audiences 
grok the silicon age & finally recognize how it rivals the atomic age for drama & import, Chip 
War is it." Miller received a 2021 Sloan grant for the research and writing of this book.  

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0374110379/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0374110379/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B093B9QS33
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/a-tactical-guide-to-science-journalism-9780197551509?cc=us&lang=en&
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/a-tactical-guide-to-science-journalism-9780197551509?cc=us&lang=en&
https://www.amazon.com/Vagina-Obscura-Anatomical-Rachel-Gross/dp/1324006315
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0262046512/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0262046512/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://bookshop.org/books/the-hidden-kingdom-of-fungi-exploring-the-microscopic-world-in-our-forests-homes-and-bodies/9781771646628
https://bookshop.org/books/the-hidden-kingdom-of-fungi-exploring-the-microscopic-world-in-our-forests-homes-and-bodies/9781771646628
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Chip-War/Chris-Miller/9781982172008
https://www.washingtonpost.com/made-by-history/2022/10/04/history-offers-guide-winning-our-growing-chip-war-with-china/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/10/04/opinion/chip-war-is-reshaping-world-politics/
https://time.com/6219318/tsmc-taiwan-the-center-of-the-world/
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/global-insider/2022/10/05/encircling-russia-at-u-n-and-global-chip-wars-00060439?nname=global-insider&nid=0000016f-153f-d06a-a5ff-f57f38310000&nrid=0000016c-8c36-d3f4-ab7f-8eb60e010001&nlid=2660405
https://www.economist.com/culture/2022/10/13/chip-war-traces-the-evolution-of-the-semiconductor-industry
https://www.economist.com/culture/2022/10/13/chip-war-traces-the-evolution-of-the-semiconductor-industry
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/08/books/review/chip-war-chris-miller.html
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Women in Field Biology: A Journey Into Nature by Martha L. 
Crump and Michael J. Lannoo Published on August 23 

Women in Field Biology: A Journey Into Nature by Martha L. 
Crump and Michael J. Lannoo was published on August 23. As 
the first-ever historical narrative of women field biologists, the 
book profiles prominent North American women field 
biologists who contributed to this scientific field in a time 
when women were excluded from the male-centric world of 
natural history and science. Women in Field Biology also 
includes interviews from 75 female field biologists today who 
describe their role in this evolving field and continuing 
challenges they face as women in science. Weaving together 
the stories of historical figures and modern-day scientists, this 
book serves as “a testament that women have the intellect, 
stamina and passion for fieldwork.” Crump received a 2021 
Sloan grant to support the research and writing of this book.  

 

 

At Home on an Unruly Planet: Finding Refuge on a Changed 
Earth by Madeline Ostrander Published on August 2 

At Home on an Unruly Planet: Finding Refuge on a Changed 
Earth by science journalist Madeline Ostrander was published 
on August 2. The book provides a fresh perspective on 
weather extremes such as severe drought, megafires, and 
catastrophic flooding that are becoming more commonplace 
and threaten our homes and livelihoods today. Ostrander 
combines stories of optimism in the face of hardship with 
essays on the strength we must summon in the face of this 
new crisis to reexamine who we are and how we live. Kirkus 
Reviews called the book “a hopeful, urgent, and universal 
message about our collective ability to face the climate 
changes we can no longer ignore.” Excerpts of the book were 
published in The Atlantic and inspired pieces in The Nation 
and Undark. Ostrander received a grant in 2020 to support 
the research and writing of this book.  

 

https://www.routledge.com/Women-in-Field-Biology-A-Journey-into-Nature/Crump-Lannoo/p/book/9780367820350
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250620514/athomeonanunrulyplanet
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250620514/athomeonanunrulyplanet
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/madeline-ostrander/at-home-on-an-unruly-planet/
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/madeline-ostrander/at-home-on-an-unruly-planet/
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2022/07/climate-change-damage-displacement-solastalgia/670614/
https://www.thenation.com/article/environment/climate-change-nimby/
https://undark.org/2022/08/12/the-fervent-debate-over-the-best-way-to-confront-global-warming/
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Mother Brain: How Neuroscience is Rewriting the Story of 
Motherhood by Chelsea Conaboy Published on September 13 

Mother Brain: How Neuroscience is Rewriting the Story of 
Motherhood by health and science journalist Chelsea Conaboy 
was published on September 13. Weaving the latest 
neuroscience and social psychology, Conaboy reveals the 
neural circuitry that all involved parents – no matter their path 
to parenthood – develop. The book explores the concept of 
“maternal instinct” and tells a new powerful narrative of 
parenthood. Kirkus Reviews called Mother Brain a “useful, 
well-informed encouragement for new and prospective 
parents.” Mother Brain also received positive reviews in the 
Portland Press Herald, Slate and Seattle Times, among others, 
and Conaboy published a guest essay in the New York Times 
expanding on the “myth” of the maternal instinct. The research 
and writing of the book was supported by a 2021 Sloan grant.  

 

 

Elderflora: A Modern History of Ancient Trees by Jared 
Farmer Published on October 18   

Elderflora: A Modern History of Ancient Trees by Jared 
Farmer, history professor at the University of Pennsylvania 
School of Arts and Sciences, was published on October 18. 
Through the perspectives of Indigenous peoples, religious 
figures and scientists, the book discusses the history of the 
world's oldest trees and their future in a changing climate. 
The publication of the book was accompanied by a popular 
guest essay by Farmer in The New York Times, where he 
wrote that “sustaining long-term relationships with long-lived 
plants is a rejection of The End, an affirmation that there will 
be — must be — tomorrow.” The book received positive 
reviews in Nature, Forbes and Kirkus Reviews, who called the 
book “an ingenious examination of old trees mixing history, 
politics, and science” Farmer received a Sloan grant in 2017 to 
support the research and writing of this book.  

 

 

https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250762290/motherbrain
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250762290/motherbrain
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/chelsea-conaboy/mother-brain/
https://www.pressherald.com/2022/10/16/mother-brain-delves-into-the-science-of-how-our-brains-are-rewired-by-parenthood/
https://slate.com/human-interest/2022/09/caregiving-neurological-changes-mother-brain-chelsea-conaboy.html
https://www.seattletimes.com/entertainment/books/5-books-from-debut-authors-worth-having-on-your-radar-this-fall-2022/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/26/opinion/sunday/maternal-instinct-myth.html
https://www.basicbooks.com/titles/jared-farmer/elderflora/9780465097845/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/20/opinion/environment/ancient-trees-sequoia-climate-change.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share&referringSource=articleShare
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-03393-1
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rebeccacoffey/2022/10/24/book-review-elderflora-a-modern-history-of-ancient-trees/?sh=44bc75b25a65
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/jared-farmer/elderflora/
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Cancer Virus Hunters: A History of Tumor Virology by Gregory J. 
Morgan Published on August 2  

Cancer Virus Hunters: A History of Tumor Virology by Professor 
of History and Philosophy of Biology, Environmental Ethics, and 
Business Ethics at the Stevens Institute of Technology Gregory J. 
Morgan was published on August 2. This book emphasizes the 
vital role of tumor viruses in the greatest breakthroughs of the 
past century, from the discovery of reverse transcriptase to the 
development of a successful HPV vaccine for cervical cancer in 
2006. Relying on extensive archival research and over fifty 
interviews, Cancer Virus Hunters makes the history of tumor 
viruses an accessible subject. The book inspired articles about 
forgotten scientists such as Yvonne Barr in publications such as 
El País. The research and writing of this book was supported by a 
2016 grant to Morgan.   

 

 

Indigenous Economics: Sustaining Peoples and Their Lands by 
Ronald L. Trosper Published on August 23 

Indigenous Economics by economist Ronald L. Trosper was 
published on August 23. With a Ph.D. in Economics from Harvard 
University, Trosper is an indigenous professor of ecological 
economics and program head of American Indian Studies at the 
University of Arizona. Drawing on examples from North and South 
America, Aotearoa/New Zealand and Australia, the book offers an 
important alternative to classic economic theory by arguing that 
Indigenous worldviews centering care and good relationships can 
provide sustainable economic models in a world facing increasing 
pressure from climate change. Trosper received a 2020 Sloan 
grant for the research and writing of this book.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Cancer-Virus-Hunters-History-Virology/dp/1421444011
https://english.elpais.com/science-tech/2022-10-21/who-was-the-woman-who-discovered-a-virus-that-exists-in-95-of-humans.html
https://uapress.arizona.edu/book/indigenous-economics
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Data Driven: Truckers, Technology, and the New Workplace 
Surveillance by Karen Levy to be published December 6 

Data Driven: Truckers, Technology, and the New Workplace 
Surveillance by Karen Levy, professor at Cornell University’s 
Department of Information Science, will be published on December 
6. The book provides a behind-the-scenes look at how digital 
surveillance is affecting truckers’ way of life. Through her travels to 
industry trade shows, law offices, and truck-stop bars, Levy 
explores the realities of new federal regulations requiring truck 
drivers to buy and install digital monitors that capture data about 
their locations and behaviors. Intended to address trucker fatigue, 
these devices also allow trucking firms and other companies to 
collect such data to provide invasive tools for managerial and legal 
control. The book was supported by a 2017 Sloan grant.  

 

 

Inaugural National Book Foundation/Sloan Author Daisy Hernández Discusses Her Award-
Winning Work  

Daisy Hernández, author of the award-winning The Kissing 
Bug: A True Story of a Family, an Insect, and a Nation’s 
Neglect of a Deadly Disease joined Curator Jessica L. Ware 
of the American Natural History Museum (ANHM) Division of 
Invertebrate Zoology on July 27 for a conversation at ANHM 
about the personal and political aspects of scientific 
research and access. The Kissing Bug weaves memoir with 
science journalism to tell the story of Hernandez’s personal 
experience uncovering how poverty and racism have 
conspired to keep Chagas disease hidden. The event was 
part of a series of three discussions hosted at venues across 
the country, each highlighting a winner of the inaugural 
Science + Literature Awards. The awards and events are part 
of a new partnership between Sloan and the National Book 
Foundation (NBF) that includes fiction and poetry for the first 

time, supported by a 2021 grant to NBF.  

 

 

 

 

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691175300/data-driven
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691175300/data-driven
https://www.npr.org/2021/06/02/1002371596/the-kissing-bug-challenges-which-diseases-matter-and-why
https://www.npr.org/2021/06/02/1002371596/the-kissing-bug-challenges-which-diseases-matter-and-why
https://www.npr.org/2021/06/02/1002371596/the-kissing-bug-challenges-which-diseases-matter-and-why
https://www.amnh.org/calendar/kissing-bug-chagas-disease
https://www.amnh.org/calendar/kissing-bug-chagas-disease
https://www.amnh.org/calendar/kissing-bug-chagas-disease
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FILM  

Werner Herzog Film “Theater of Thought” Premieres Internationally at Toronto International 
Film Festival, Followed by Panel on Neurotechnology  

Theater of Thought by actor, author and pioneering filmmaker 
Werner Herzog (Grizzly Man; Aguirre, the Wrath of God) 
premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF) on 
September 12. The film follows Herzog and neurobiologist Rafael 
Yuste as they explore the nature of consciousness and the 
future of computer-brain interfaces. Meeting innovators and 
scientists engaging in cutting-edge research such as MIT 
materials scientist Polina Anikeev, Allen Institute computational 
neuroscientist and neurophysiologist Christof Koch, and 
Stanford neuroscientist Karl Deisseroth, Herzog discovers that 
the same emerging technology that can produce miracle cures 
for diseases like Parkinson’s can be used to infringe on the 
human right to autonomy and freedom of thought. The 
documentary received positive reviews from Vox, Deadline, and 
The Hollywood Reporter, which also named the film as one of 15 
Critic’s Picks from TIFF, Telluride, and Venice Film Festivals. 
The film received a Sloan production grant in 2021.  

 

TIFF Presents Neurotechnology Panel, Inspired by Sloan Film “Theater of Thought”  

The international premiere of Werner 
Herzog’s “Theater of Thought” at 
Toronto was followed by a panel 
discussion called “VISIONARIES: 
Inside the Brain of Werner Herzog” 
moderated by TIFF Curator Thom 
Powers with Herzog, neurobiologist 
Rafael Yuste, and neurorights 
advocate Jamie Daves. The panel 
discussed their hopes and fears for 
the future of brain exploration, including the need to protect human “neurorights.” With 
emerging technology’s growing capacity to monitor and modulate neural activity, panelists 
emphasized the need for safeguards from the potential abuse of such technology, including 
the right to mental privacy, personal identity, free will, fair access to mental augmentation, 
and protection from algorithmic bias.  

 

 

https://www.tiff.net/events/theatre-of-thought
https://www.vox.com/culture/23387432/fall-2022-movie-releases-films
https://deadline.com/video/theater-of-thought-werner-herzog-documentary-trailer-release-news/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/theater-of-thought-review-werner-herzog-doc-telluride-1235202736/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/venice-film-festival-tiff-telluride-critics-pick-best-films-1235221282/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/venice-film-festival-tiff-telluride-critics-pick-best-films-1235221282/
https://www.tiff.net/events/visionaries-inside-the-brain-of-werner-herzog
https://www.tiff.net/events/visionaries-inside-the-brain-of-werner-herzog
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Two Sloan Films Nominated at 2022 Documentary Emmy Awards 

Two Sloan films, Shalini Kantayya’s Coded Bias and Ian Cheney 
and Sharon Shattuck’s Picture A Scientist, were nominated for 
“Outstanding Science and Technology Documentary” at the 2022 
Documentary Emmy Awards. Coded 
Bias follows MIT Media Lab 
researcher Joy Buolamwini as she 
uncovers racial bias in facial 
recognition algorithms. Picture A 
Scientist highlights female 
scientists discussing the 

discrimination they experience in their respective fields. The two 
finalist films were honored in a ceremony at the Palladium Times 
Square on September 29. Coded Bias received a 2019 Sloan 
grant and Picture A Scientist received a 2020 Sloan grant.  

 

 

Film Independent Hosts Sloan Salon at the Chicago International Film Festival  

On October 15, Film Independent hosted a Sloan 
Salon, De-fueling the Crisis: Storytellers and 
Scientists on Climate Action, to discuss the 
latest scientific developments on climate 
change, the struggles with institutional inability 
to confront it, and how climate debates are 
inspiring a new generation of stories. Moderated 
by Michael Metzger (Northwestern University), 
panelists included David A. Archer (University of 
Chicago, Global Warming: Understanding the 
Forecast); Carmiel Banasky (A Playbook for 

Screenwriting in the Age of Climate Change, Undone); Daniel Goldhaber (How to Blow Up a 
Pipeline); and Anastasia Montgomery (Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, 
Northwestern University). Sloan Salons are supported by a 2020 grant to Film Independent.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://theemmys.tv/news/43rd-nominations/documentaries/
https://theemmys.tv/news/43rd-nominations/documentaries/
https://theemmys.tv/news/43rd-nominations/documentaries/
https://www.filmindependent.org/events/sloan-salon-at-chicago-international-film-festival/
https://www.filmindependent.org/events/sloan-salon-at-chicago-international-film-festival/
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National Academy of Sciences Hosts Sloan Filmmaker Retreat From November 11 to 13 

The National Academy of Sciences hosted a joint retreat with the 
Templeton Foundation in San Diego for Sloan filmmakers. The retreat 
gathered 12 filmmakers and 12 scientists for a weekend of workshops and 
active collaboration around the theme of “Gratitude, Happiness and the 
Wonder of Science.” The agenda included short presentations from each 
of the science participants, panel discussions featuring the filmmakers, 
and creative exercises that focused on character and story. Attending 
filmmakers included Jen D’Angelo, pictured left, 
(Hocus Pocus 2, The League), Emilia Serrano 
(Mixed-Ish, Boomerang), Ira Ungerleider 

(Dollface, Friends, How I Met Your Mother). Attending scientists 
included USC neuroscientist Mary Helen Immordino-Yang (pictured 
right), University of Arizona oceanographer/climate scientist Joellen 
Russell, and Harvey Mudd mathematician Talithia Williams. The 
retreat is supported by a 2017 Sloan grant to the National Academy 
of Sciences to sustain the Science and Entertainment Exchange.  

 

THEATER  

Ensemble Studio Theater Releases Streaming Version of What You Are Now  

Ensemble Studio Theater (EST) recorded and 
released a performance of the Sloan-
commissioned play What You Are Now, written by 
Sam Chanse and directed by Steve Cosson, for 
streaming from September 8 to September 25. The 
play originally debuted at the Ensemble Studio 
Theatre (EST)/Sloan Mainstage Production on 
March 10 and ran until April 3. It tells the story of 
Pia, a young neuroscientist working on biochemical 
approaches to treating memory and PTSD, whose 
mother experienced the violence of 1970s 

Cambodia. The play received positive reviews, including from The New York Times and The 
New Yorker. The writing and mainstage production of What You Are Now was supported by a 
2019 Sloan grant to EST, one of Sloan’s two flagship theater partners.  
 

 

 

 

https://www.ensemblestudiotheatre.org/20212022/2021/12/3/what-you-are-now
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/18/theater/what-you-are-now-review.html
https://www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/theatre/what-you-are-now-04-04-22
https://www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/theatre/what-you-are-now-04-04-22
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Manhattan Theatre Club and Sloan Host “A Night at the Museum” for 3 New Science Plays  

Excerpts from three new plays commissioned through Sloan’s 
partnership with the Manhattan Theatre Club (MTC) were 
featured at the American Museum of Natural History on June 
29. The selected plays were Regressions by Jen Silverman 
about CRISPR technology, 
Asilomar by Dipika Guha about 
epigenetics, and Sparrows of the 
New World about the evolution 
of birds by Madeleine George. 

After the plays’ reading, the playwrights were joined for a 
discussion moderated by Museum Curator and MTC/Sloan 
Committee member Ruth Angus of the Department of 
Astrophysics with epigenetics researcher Beka Stecky, CRISPR 
expert and Columbia professor Carlotta Ronda, and Joel 
Cracraft, Lamont Curator in the Museum’s Department of 
Ornithology. The event was supported by a 2021 grant to MTC to 
commission, develop, and produce new plays with science and 
technology themes.  

 

 

RADIO  

We Are As Gods, Podcast Chronicling the Life of Stewart Brand, Released on Audible  

We Are As Gods, hosted by science filmmakers David 
Alvarado and Jason Sussberg, was released on Audible on 
September 29. The eight-episode audio documentary series 
offers a deep dive into Steward Brand and his influence as a 
creator of The Whole Earth Catalog – which Steve Jobs 
famously called “Google in paperback form, 35 years before 
Google existed” – founder of the modern environmental 
movement, and creator of his most ambitious project to date: 
a new form of wildlife conservation using biotechnology 
called de-extinction. The podcast was supported through a 
2021 Sloan grant.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.audible.com/pd/We-Are-As-Gods-Podcast/B0BBPM7NP9
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Science Friday Discusses Sloan Book Vagina Obscura for September SciFri Book Club 

Science Friday’s SciFri Book Club hosted a 
celebration of science knowledge and 
storytelling talent with Sloan author of 
Vagina Obscura: An Anatomical Voyage 
Rachel E. Gross. The event, hosted at Caveat 
on September 21 and available for 
livestream, featured author Gross, award-
winning narrative audio journalist and 
podcast producer Allison Behringer, and 
sexual violence prevention and sexuality 
educator Jules Purnell. Audience members 
responded positively, with a male OB/GYN 

stating, “That was amazing. I learned so much!” and an attendee from the livestream adding, 
“I am 81 years old and to see these younger persons speak with such self-assurance and 
naturalness about that which was unspoken in my culture is life changing." Vagina Obscura 
was supported by a 2020 Sloan book grand and the monthly Science Friday Book Club is 
supported by a 2022 grant to Science Friday.  

 

 

SPECIAL INITIATIVES  

Institute of International Education Celebrates Grantees of the Scholar Rescue and 
Emergency Student Funds 

The Institute of International Education hosted the annual IIE Honors 
event to celebrate recipients of IIE’s Scholar Rescue Fund (SRF), 
Emergency Student Fund, Artist Protection Fund and Odyssey 
Scholarship at the One World Trade Center on September 29. The 
program featured grantees such as Sara Wahedi (pictured right), a 
recipient of the Emergency Student Fund currently studying at 
Columbia University, and Masouma Tajik (pictured left), an IIE 
Odyssey Scholarship: AUAF Grantee currently studying at Rutgers 
University. The event also included introductions to scholars from 
Afghanistan and SRF representatives in Ukraine and a seated 
program with a live performance. The program was recorded and is 
available for streaming. The Sloan Special Initiatives program has 
been supporting the Scholar Rescue Fund to provide life-saving fellowships and academic 
placements for persecuted scholars since 2011.  

 

https://iie.swoogo.com/VirtualHonors
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Second Annual Unfinished LIVE 2022 Hosts Sloan Grantees from September 21 to 24 

Unfinished LIVE 2022, an immersive event designed to explore the intersection of technology, 
art, and impact hosted by Baratunde Thurston at The Shed in New York City, invited multiple 
Sloan grantees to discuss the importance of privacy and security and the impact of emerging 
technology, such as artificial intelligence. Grantee 
panels included “Building the Web We Want: How to 
Protect Human Rights on the Internet” by Ben 
Moskowitz (Consumer Reports), “Tech Future: Privacy 
& Civil Liberties” by Cindy Cohn, pictured right, 
(Electronic Frontier Foundation), “Tracking U.S. 
Elections Through TikTok: A Conversation with Digital 
Public Library of America” by John Bracken (Digital 
Public Library of America), and “Democracy's Library” 
by Brewster Kahle (Internet Archive).  

 

Program Team: Doron Weber, Vice President, Programs and Program Director | Shriya Bhindwale, 
Program Associate | Delia DiBiasi, Senior Program and Investments Assistant 


